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DESCRIPTION

METHODS, SYSTEMS, AND COMPUTER PROGRAM PRODUCTS FOR DYNAMICALLY COORDINATING COLLECTION AND DISTRIBUTION OF PRESENCE INFORMATION

RELATED APPLICATIONS

This application claims the benefit of U.S. Patent Application Serial No. 11/120,324, filed May 2, 2005, the disclosure of which is incorporated herein by reference in its entirety.

TECHNICAL FIELD

The subject matter described herein relates to collecting and distributing presence information. More particularly, the subject matter described herein relates to methods, systems, and computer program products for dynamically coordinating collection and distribution of presence information.

BACKGROUND ART

Presence information is increasingly being collected in telecommunications networks in order to provide value-added services to telecommunications subscribers. Presence information refers to information regarding the reachability, location, communication terminal status, preferred contact mode, available contact modes, and/or other aspects associated with contacting a telecommunications subscriber. Such information may be collected so that an application or another subscriber can contact and communicate with the subscriber.

The subscriber about whom presence information is being collected is referred to as a presentity. Presence information regarding the presentity is stored by a presence server. When another subscriber or application seeks to contact the presentity, the subscriber or application subscribes to the presentity by sending a subscription message to the presence server. Once the presence server accepts the subscription, the presence server will communicate presence information regarding the presentity to the subscriber or application. When the status of the presentity changes, the presence server will
automatically communicate changes in status to the subscribing application or subscriber.

In 3G communications networks, end user devices, such as GPRS handsets, include presence clients that automatically maintain presence information for subscribers and communicate the presence information to a presence server. In 2G and 2.5G networks, end user devices are typically not capable of maintaining or communicating presence information to a presence server. However, since 2G and 2.5G network subscribers represent a large percentage of subscribers, it is desirable to collect or derive presence information regarding these subscribers. Commonly-assigned, co-pending U.S. patent application no. 11/077,711 filed March 11, 2005, the disclosure of which is incorporated herein by reference in its entirety, discloses a presence gateway that automatically derives presence information regarding subscribed-to and non-subscribed-to presentities and delivers the information to a presence server. The presence gateway includes a correlator that correlates signaling messages and derives presence information and an event manager that receives the presence information from the correlator and sends the presence information to the presence server. The event manager receives subscriptions from the presence server and communicates changes in presence information for subscribed-to presentities to the presence server.

As applications that require presence information become increasingly popular, it is desirable to scale the presence gateway architecture to correlate presence information for increasingly large numbers of subscribers. In order to accommodate increasingly large numbers of subscribers, multiple presence gateways with multiple correlators and multiple event managers may be used. One problem associated with using multiple correlators and multiple event managers is that the correlators and the presence servers must know the location of the event managers containing presence information for particular subscribers. One potential solution to the problem is to statically configure each correlator and presence server with a location of the event manager with presence information for each subscriber. Statically configuring the correlators and presence servers with the location of the presence information for each
subscriber is cumbersome and requires manual re-provisioning as new subscribers are added to the network.

Accordingly, in light of the problems associated with collecting and distributing presence information, there exists a need for improved methods, systems, and computer program products for coordinating collection and distribution of presence information.

**SUMMARY**

According to one aspect, the subject matter described herein includes a method for dynamically coordinating collection and distribution of presence information. The method includes collecting presence information for a presentity. The presence information may include any of the types of presence information described above, signaling messages relating to communications involving the presentity, and/or signaling message parameters from which contact information may be derived for the presentity. A presence gateway event manager is dynamically assigned from a plurality of event managers to the presentity. Once the event manager is assigned, the presence information is transmitted to the assigned event manager.

According to another aspect of the subject matter described herein, a system for dynamically coordinating collection and distribution of presence information is disclosed. The system includes at least one correlator for receiving telecommunications signaling messages and for deriving presence information regarding a presentity from the signaling messages. A plurality of presence server event managers receives the presence information and communicates the presence information to a presence server. An event manager coordinator dynamically assigns one of the event managers to receive the presence information for the presentity. The event manager coordinator may also inform a presence server of the event manager assigned to the presentity in response to a subscription request regarding the presentity from the presence server.

The subject matter described herein can be implemented using hardware, software, firmware, or any combination thereof. In one implementation, the subject matter described herein includes a computer
program product comprising computer executable instructions embodied in a
computer readable medium. Exemplary computer readable media suitable for
implementing the subject matter described herein include memory devices,
such as chip memory devices and disk storage devices, application specific
integrated circuits, programmable logic devices, downloadable electrical
signals, or any other medium capable of storing computer executable
instructions or logic implementations thereof. In addition, a computer program
product that implements all or a portion of the subject matter described herein
may be distributed across multiple physical devices or network nodes.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Preferred embodiments of the subject matter described herein will now
be explained with reference to the accompanying drawings of which:

Figure 1 is a network diagram illustrating an exemplary presence
gateway architecture;

Figure 2 is a network diagram illustrating a presence gateway
architecture including a single presence gateway event manager;

Figure 3 is a network diagram illustrating multiple presence gateway
event managers that are assigned pre-provisioned ranges of subscribers;

Figure 4 is a network diagram illustrating a presence gateway
architecture including an event manager coordinator according to an
embodiment of the subject matter described herein;

Figure 5 is a flow chart illustrating exemplary steps for dynamically
assigning a subscriber to an event manager based on a query from an MSU
source according to an embodiment of the subject matter described herein;

Figure 6 is a flow chart illustrating exemplary steps for dynamically
assigning a subscriber to an event manager based on a subscription attempt
from a presence server according to an embodiment of the subject matter
described herein;

Figure 7 is a network diagram illustrating exemplary messages
exchanged between an event manager coordinator, a presence server, and
presence gateway event manager in locating a presence gateway event
manager assigned to a subscriber according to an embodiment of the subject matter described herein;

Figure 8 is a network diagram illustrating exemplary messages exchanged between a message correlator, an event manager coordinator, and presence gateway event managers in locating a presence gateway event manager assigned to a subscriber according to an embodiment of the subject matter described herein;

Figure 9 is a message flow diagram illustrating exemplary messages exchanged between a message correlator, an event manager coordinator, and an event manager in assigning an event manager to a subscriber and delivering presence information to the event manager for a previously unassigned subscriber according to an embodiment of the subject matter described herein;

Figure 10 is a message flow diagram illustrating exemplary messages exchanged between a message correlator, an event manager coordinator, and an event manager for a subscriber for whom presence information is not collected according to an embodiment of the subject matter described herein;

Figure 11 is a message flow diagram illustrating exemplary messages exchanged between a message correlator, an event manager coordinator, and an event manager for a previously assigned subscriber according to an embodiment of the subject matter described herein;

Figure 12 is a message flow diagram illustrating exemplary messages exchanged between a presence server, an event manager coordinator, and an event manager in subscribing to presentity data maintained by the event manager according to an embodiment of the subject matter described herein;

and

Figure 13 is a message flow diagram illustrating exemplary messages exchanged between an operator, an event manager coordinator, event managers, and presence servers, in rebalancing the load among existing event managers when a new event manager is added to the network according to an embodiment of the subject matter described herein.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

Figure 1 is a network diagram illustrating a presence gateway that collects and distributes presence information. Referring to Figure 1, presence gateway 100 receives messages from 2G/2.5G network 102 and delivers presence information to presence server 104. Presence server 104 delivers presence information to entities that subscribe to receive presence information, such as handset 106. Presence server 104 also receives presence information from an application server 108. In the illustrated example, presence gateway 100 includes a presence gateway correlator 110 for receiving the messages, correlating the messages, deriving presence information regarding subscribed-to and non-subscribed-to present entities, and generating presence information. Presence gateway event manager 112 receives the presence information and delivers the presence information to presence server 104.

Because presence information can be derived from many different signaling messages exchanged between different network elements, messages relating to a particular subscriber are preferably processed by the same event manager. One advantage of having a single event manager process presence information for a subscriber is that a complete presence profile can be deduced for a subscriber.

Figure 2 is a network diagram illustrating a single presence gateway event manager receiving messages from presence gateway correlators in different locations. In the illustrated example, presence gateway correlators 110 may be located at or near MSCs 200, HLRs 202, SMSCs 204, and SCPs 206. Presence gateway correlators 110 may be internal or external to the nodes that they monitor. In one exemplary implementation, presence gateway correlators 110 are located external to the nodes being monitored. Each node being monitored may have an internal or external message copy function that sends copies of signaling messages to presence gateway correlators 110.

In large networks, it may be desirable to collect and distribute presence information for millions or tens of millions of subscribers. In order to scale presence gateway 100 to meet this demand, it may be desirable to add multiple event managers 112. Figure 3 illustrates this architecture. In Figure 3, presence gateway event managers 112 are each statically assigned to specific
ranges of subscribers. The ranges of subscribers may correspond to subscriber identifiers, such as subscriber directory numbers. One problem with statically allocating ranges of subscribers to event managers is that periodic re-allocation must be manually performed when the number of subscribers grows, when new subscriber numbers are added to a network, or when new event managers are added to a network. Accordingly, the approach for allocating subscribers to event managers using pre-provisioned directory number ranges illustrated in Figure 3 is undesirable.

According to an aspect of the subject matter described herein, an event manager coordinator dynamically assigns subscribers to event managers. Figure 4 is a network diagram illustrating a presence gateway architecture including an event manager coordinator that dynamically assigns telecommunications network subscribers to presence gateway event managers according to an embodiment of the subject matter described herein. Referring to Figure 4, event manager coordinator 400 receives resource utilization data from presence gateway event managers 112. Based on the resource utilization data, presence gateway event manager coordinator 400 dynamically assigns presence gateway event managers 112 to subscribers. For example, event manager coordinator 400 may receive requests from presence gateway correlators 110 for the location of event managers 112. If the subscriber is currently assigned to an event manager, event manager coordinator 400 will respond with the location of the event manager that currently holds the subscriber record. If the subscriber is not currently assigned to a particular event manager, event manager coordinator 400 may allocate an event manager based on the resource utilization data. Once presence gateway correlators 110 receive the location information for a subscriber record, presence gateway correlators 110 may send presence information directly to the event manager.

According to another aspect of the subject matter described herein, event manager coordinator 400 may allocate a presence gateway event manager 112 in response to receiving a subscription request from presence server 104. For example, if event manager coordinator 400 receives a subscription request from presence server 104, event manager coordinator 400
may respond with a location of the presence gateway event manager 112 currently assigned to the subscriber, if an event manager has been assigned. If an event manager has not been assigned, event manager coordinator 400 may dynamically allocate an event manager based on the resource utilization data and communicate the identity of the event manager to presence server 104. Figure 5 is a flow chart illustrating exemplary steps for dynamically assigning a subscriber to an event manager according to an embodiment of the subject matter described herein. Referring to Figure 5, in step 500, a message source queries presence gateway coordinator 400 for the location of a subscriber record. The message source may be a message correlator 110. In step 502, event manager coordinator 400 retrieves a subscriber mapping record. The subscriber mapping record may indicate whether or not a subscriber is currently assigned to an event manager, and, if the subscriber has been assigned to an event manager, the identity of the event manager. The subscriber mapping record may be stored in subscriber mapping database 504.

In step 506, event manager coordinator 400 determines whether the subscriber has already been assigned to an event manager. If the subscriber has already been assigned to an event manager, control proceeds to step 508 where the assigned event manager IP address is returned.

If the subscriber has not already been assigned to an event manager, control proceeds to step 510 where the event manager that is least busy is located. This step may be performed by analyzing event manager utilization statistics 512. Once the least busy event manager is located, control proceeds to step 514 where that event manager is selected and the subscriber mapping database 504 is updated to reflect the newly assigned mapping. In step 516, event manager coordinator 400 returns the IP address of the newly assigned event manager.

As stated above, event managers may also be dynamically allocated when a presence server sends a subscription message for a particular subscriber. Figure 6 is a flow chart illustrating dynamic event manager allocation based on a presence server subscription attempt according to an embodiment of the subject matter described herein. Referring to Figure 6, in step 600, a presence server sends a subscribe message to event manager
coordinator 400. In step 602, event manager coordinator 400 retrieves a subscriber mapping record from subscriber mapping database 504. In step 604, event manager coordinator 400 determines whether the subscriber is already assigned to an event manager. If the subscriber is already assigned to an event manager, control proceeds to step 606 where a SIP redirect message is sent to the presence server to redirect the presence server to the event manager containing the presence information for the subscriber.

In step 604, if the subscriber is not already assigned to an event manager, control proceeds to step 608 where event manager coordinator 400 locates the least busy event manager. In step 610, event manager coordinator 400 updates subscriber mapping database 504 with the event manager assigned to the subscriber. Control then proceeds to step 612 where a SIP redirect message containing the event manager IP address is sent to the presence server.

Once an event manager has been assigned to a present entity based on a presence server subscription request, as illustrated in Figure 6, the steps illustrated in Figure 5 may be performed to notify a message correlator of the event manager assigned to the present entity. That is, the correlator may query presence gateway coordinator 400 for the location or identity of the event manager assigned to a present entity, and presence gateway coordinator 400 may respond with the location of the event manager assigned based on the presence server subscription request.

Figure 7 is a network diagram illustrating exemplary messages exchanged between event manager coordinator 400 and a presence server in allocating a subscriber to an event manager in response to a subscribe message from a presence server. Referring to Figure 7, in step A, presence server 104 sends a subscribe message to the IP address of event manager coordinator 400. In step B, event manager coordinator 400 redirects the subscribe message to the IP address of the appropriate event manager 112.

As stated above, if the subscriber has not been previously assigned to an event manager, event manager coordinator 400 may dynamically assign an event manager based on event manager utilization information. If the subscriber has
been assigned to an event manager, event manager coordinator may redirect presence server 104 to the appropriate event manager.

In step C, presence server 104 sends a redirected subscribe message to an event manager agent 700 of the assigned event manager 112. Presence server 104 may optionally cache the subscriber location returned by event manager coordinator 400. Subsequent subscribes to the same subscriber may be sent to the same presence gateway event manager 112, as indicated in step D.

As stated above, event manager coordinator 400 may dynamically allocate an event manager for a subscriber in response to the query from a message correlator. Figure 8 illustrates exemplary messages that may be exchanged between event manager coordinator 400 and message correlator 110 in assigning an event manager to a particular subscriber. Referring to Figure 8, in step A, message correlator 110 sends a location query message to event manager coordinator 400 requesting the location of a subscriber record. In step B, event manager coordinator 400 responds with an IP address of an event manager assigned to the subscriber. Once an event manager has been assigned, event manager coordinator 400 is no longer involved in communications between correlator 110 and the event manager.

In step C, correlator 110 delivers messages to the assigned event manager. In step D, subsequent data deliveries regarding the same subscriber may be sent directly from message correlator 110 to event manager 112 based on a local cache 702 of event manager information for the subscriber.

Figure 9 is a message flow diagram illustrating the delivery of messages from a message correlator to an event manager according to an embodiment of the subject matter described herein. Referring to Figure 9, in line 1 of the message flow diagram, message correlator 110 queries event manager coordinator 400 for the location of a subscriber corresponding to the directory number 111-111-1111. In line 2 of the message flow diagram, event manager coordinator 400 determines that the subscriber is unassigned and assigns an event manager. In line 3 of the message flow diagram, event manager coordinator 400 sends the event manager IP address, IMSI, MSISDN, and MIN values to the querying message correlator. Message correlator 110 preferably
remembers the assignment for this subscriber. In line 4 of the message flow
diagram, event manager coordinator 400 sends message data and the IMSI,
MIN, and MSISDN number directly to event manager 112. Event manager 112
creates a database entry for the subscriber and processes the event. For
example, event manager coordinator may determine whether the message data
indicates a change in status for a subscribed-to presentity. If the message data
indicates a change in presence status regarding a subscribed-to presentity,
event manager 112 may inform a presence server of the new presence status
for the subscribed-to presentity.

Figure 10 is a message flow diagram illustrating exemplary steps for
notifying a message correlator that an event manager is not a subscriber of a
particular network. Referring to Figure 10, in line 1, message correlator 110
queries event manager coordinator 400 for the location of a subscriber
corresponding to the subscriber identifier 111-111-1111. In line 2 of the
message flow diagram, event manager coordinator 400 queries its presentity
database and determines that the subscriber is not a subscriber or customer of
the particular carrier. Accordingly, in line 3 of the message flow diagram, event
manager coordinator 400 responds with an invalid subscriber message. In line
4 of the message flow diagram, message correlator 110 deletes the message
data.

Figure 11 is a message flow diagram illustrating exemplary messages
exchanged in communicating messages containing presence status information
for a presentity to an assigned event manager. Referring to Figure 11, in line 1,
message correlator 110 determines presence information needs to be delivered
to an event manager and remembers the event manager location for the
particular subscriber. This step may be performed after a previous location
query for the same subscriber. In line 2 of the message flow diagram, message
correlator 110 sends the message data directly to event manager 112,
bypassing event manager coordinator 400. In line 3 of the message flow
diagram, event manager 112 processes the new data. Accordingly, Figure 11
illustrates that by caching event manager assignment information, message
correlators 110 can reduce the flow of query messages in the network.
Figure 12 is a message flow diagram illustrating exemplary messages exchanged between a presence server and an event manager coordinator in subscribing to presentility data stored by an event manager. Referring to Figure 12, in line 1, presence server 104 sends a SIP subscribe message to event manager coordinator 400. The SIP subscribe message requests presence information regarding a subscriber corresponding to subscriber identifier 111-111-1111. In line 2 of the message flow diagram, event manager coordinator 400 looks up the event manager location for the subscriber. In line 3 of the message flow diagram, event manager coordinator sends a SIP redirect message to presence server 104 redirecting the presence server to the event manager assigned to the subscriber. In an alternate scenario, the event manager coordinator could proxy the subscribe message to the correct event manager. The 200 OK response from the event manager would contain its address information which the presence server may then remember for future direct communications. This eliminates the need for the extra subscribe sent at line 5.

In line 4 of the message flow diagram, presence server 104 may remember the event manager address for subsequent use. In line 5 of the message flow diagram, presence server 104 sends a redirected subscribe message to the event manager assigned to the subscriber. In line 6 of the message flow diagram, event manager 112 sends a notify message containing presence information regarding the subscriber to presence server 104. Event manager 112 may send subsequent notifies to the subscribing presence server when subscriber’s presence status changes.

As a number of subscribers in a network increases, it may be desirable to add event manager nodes. Once event manager nodes are added, there must be some mechanism for allocating subscribers to each newly added event manager. Once possible solution is to keep existing subscribers with their current event managers and start using the new event manager for new subscribers. This could be accomplished relatively easily because event manager coordinator 400 may be configured to automatically assign subscribers to the least busy event manager as described above. Since the new event manager is initially unutilized, new subscribers will be allocated to
that event manager until its utilization level becomes equal to that of the existing event managers.

In an alternate implementation, existing subscribers may be rebalanced among event managers when a new event manager is added. Rebalancing or reassigning existing subscribers to new event managers may include copying current presence information from a source event manager to a new event manager, informing the presence server that the subscriber has moved, informing all message correlators that the subscriber has moved, and deleting presence information from the old event manager. Copying presence information may include selecting subscribers to be reassigned based on an arithmetic formula designed to equally distribute subscribers over the total number of event managers. Informing the presence servers of new assignments may include determining if there are any active subscriptions for the reassigned presentity and sending a notify message to each presence server that is subscribed to the presentity. The notify message preferably has a subscription state header value of terminated and a reason code of deactivated, which will cause the presence server to clear the current subscription and immediately attempt a resubscribe message to the event manager coordinator where the presence server will be redirected to the newly assigned event manager location.

Figure 13 is a message flow diagram illustrating exemplary messages exchanged in dynamically rebalancing subscribers among event managers when a new event manager is added according to an aspect of the subject matter described herein. Referring to Figure 13, in line 1 of the message flow diagram, an operator sends a rebalance command to event manager coordinator. In Figure 13, it is assumed that event manager 3 is newly added. In line 2 of the message flow diagram, event manager coordinator 400 sends a message to event manager 1 indicating that it should copy one third of its presentities to event manager 3. In line 3 of the message flow diagram, event manager 1 copies one third of its presentities to event manager 3.

In line 4 of the message flow diagram, event manager coordinator 400 sends a message to event manager 2 requesting that event manager 2 copy one third of its presentities to event manager 3. In line 5 of the message flow
diagram, event manager 2 copies one third of its presentities to event manager 3.

In line 6 of the message flow diagram, event manager coordinator 400 updates its assignment database for the subscribers that have been copied to event manager 3. In line 7 of the message flow diagram, event manager coordinator 400 sends reallocation notification messages to each message correlator. In line 8 of the message flow diagram, each message correlator updates its local assignment cache to indicate the event manager to which it should send messages. In line 9 of the message flow diagram, each event manager 112 from which subscribers were transferred (EM1 and EM2) sends a notify message to the presence servers indicating that the subscriptions for the transferred subscribers have been terminated. In line 10 of the message flow diagram, the presence server subscribes to these subscribers. In line 11 of the message flow diagram, event manager coordinator 400 redirects the presence servers to the event manager to which the subscribers have been moved. In line 12 of the message flow diagram, the presence servers subscribe to the event managers to which they were redirected.

Thus, the subject matter described herein includes methods, systems, and computer program products for dynamically coordinating the collection and distribution of presence information. The subject matter described herein can be used to coordinate the collection of presence information by any number of event managers and the distribution of that information to any number of presence servers. As a result, presence gateway architectures can be scaled as the number of subscribers increases.

In the examples described above, the event manager coordinator dynamically assigns event managers to subscriber records and communicates the event manager identity to message correlators and to presence servers. Communicating event manager identities to message correlators is useful in 2G and 2.5G networks where presence information is derived from signaling messages. However, the subject matter described herein is not limited to coordinating the collection and distribution of presence information in 2G and 2.5G networks. For example, a presence gateway coordinator according to an embodiment of the subject matter described herein may also be capable of
coordinating the collection and distribution of presence information in 3G networks and in networks that use 2G, 2.5G, and 3G methods for collecting presence information.

In 3G networks, some GPRS handsets include presence clients that collect presence information regarding their respective users. Each handset may be programmed with the location of an event manager coordinator from which the handset requests the location of an assigned event manager. The presence gateway coordinator may inform the handset of the location of the event manager in the manner described above. The handset may then deliver its presence information to the assigned event manager.

It will be understood that various details of the invention may be changed without departing from the scope of the invention. Furthermore, the foregoing description is for the purpose of illustration only, and not for the purpose of limitation, as the invention is defined by the claims as set forth hereinafter.
CLAIMS

What is claimed is:

1. A method for dynamically coordinating collection and distribution of presence information, the method comprising:
   (a) collecting presence information regarding a presentity;
   (b) dynamically assigning a presence gateway event manager from a plurality of presence gateway event managers to the presentity; and
   (c) transmitting the presence information regarding the presentity to the assigned event manager.

2. The method of claim 1 wherein collecting presence information regarding a presentity includes correlating signaling messages regarding the presentity at a message correlator and deriving the presence information from the correlated signaling messages.

3. The method of claim 2 wherein dynamically assigning a presence gateway event manager to the subscriber includes maintaining event manager resource utilization information regarding the event managers, assigning an event manager to the presentity based on the resource utilization information, and informing the message correlator of the assigned event manager.

4. The method of claim 3 comprising caching presence gateway event manager identification information for the presentity at the message correlator.

5. The method of claim 4 comprising, at the message correlator, sending the presence information regarding the presentity to the event manager using the cached location information.

6. The method of claim 1 wherein collecting presence information includes collecting presence information from a general packet radio service (GPRS) handset.

7. The method of claim 1 wherein dynamically assigning a presence gateway event manager includes:
   (a) receiving a subscription request from a presence server;
(b) determining whether the presence is currently assigned to an event manager; and
(c) in response to determining that the presence is not assigned to an event manager, assigning an event manager, and redirecting the presence server to the assigned event manager.

8. The method of claim 7 wherein redirecting the presence server to the event manager includes sending a SIP redirect message to the presence server.

9. The method of claim 8 comprising, at the presence server, after receiving the redirect message, sending a subscription request to the assigned event manager.

10. The method of claim 7 wherein redirecting the presence server to the assigned event manager includes proxying the subscription request to the assigned event manager.

11. The method of claim 7 comprising caching the event manager identity at the presence server and using the cached event manager identity to obtain presence information regarding the presence from the event manager.

12. A method for rebalancing subscribers among presence gateway event managers, the method comprising:
   (a) providing a first presence gateway event manager for storing subscriber records including presence information for a plurality of subscribers and for communicating the presence information to a presence server;
   (b) adding a second presence gateway event manager to a network; and
   (c) dynamically allocating subscriber records to the second present gateway event manager.

13. The method of claim 12 wherein dynamically allocating subscriber records to the second present gateway event manager comprises allocating new subscriber records to the first or second present gateway event managers based on relative resource utilization of the first and second presence gateway event managers.
14. The method of claim 12 wherein dynamically allocating subscriber records to the second presence gateway event manager includes transferring at least some of the subscriber records from the first presence gateway event manager to the second presence gateway event manager.

15. The method of claim 14 comprising, after transferring the subscriber records from the first presence gateway event manager to the second presence gateway event manager, notifying a presence server of the transferred subscriber records.

16. The method of claim 15 wherein notifying a presence server of the transferred subscriber records includes terminating presence server subscriptions to the transferred subscriber records, receiving subscribe messages from the presence server for the transferred subscriber records, redirecting the presence server to the second presence gateway event manager, and receiving new subscribe messages regarding the transferred subscriber records from the presence server at the second presence gateway event manager.

17. A system for dynamically coordinating collection and distribution of presence information, the system comprising:

(a) a correlator for correlating signaling messages regarding a presentity and deriving presence information regarding the presentity based on the signaling messages;

(b) a plurality of event managers for receiving presence information from the correlator; and

(c) an event manager coordinator for dynamically assigning one of the event managers for receiving the presence information regarding the presentity.

18. The system of claim 17 wherein the correlator is adapted to correlate SS7 signaling messages regarding the presentity.

19. The system of claim 17 wherein the correlator is adapted to correlate IP telephony signaling messages regarding the presentity.

20. The system of claim 17 wherein the event managers are adapted to communicate resource utilization data to the event manager coordinator
and wherein the event manager coordinator is adapted to utilize relative resource utilization data in assigning the event manager to the presentity.

21. The system of claim 17 wherein the event manager coordinator is adapted to dynamically assign the event manager based on request message from the correlator.

22. The system of claim 17 wherein the presence gateway coordinator is adapted to dynamically assign the event manager based on a subscription message from a presence server.

23. A computer program product comprising computer-executable instructions embodied in a computer-readable medium for performing steps comprising:
(a) collecting presence information for a presentity;
(b) dynamically assigning a presence gateway event manager from a plurality of presence gateway event managers to the presentity; and
(c) transmitting presence information regarding the presentity to the assigned event manager.

24. The computer program product of claim 23 wherein collecting presence information for a presentity includes correlating signaling messages regarding the presentity at a message correlator and deriving the presence information from the correlated signaling messages.

25. The computer program product of claim 23 wherein dynamically assigning a presence gateway event manager to the subscriber includes maintaining event manager resource utilization information regarding the event managers, assigning an event manager to the presentity based on the resource utilization information, and informing the message correlator of the assigned event manager.

26. The computer program product of claim 25 comprising caching presence gateway event manager identification information for the presentity at the message correlator.
27. The computer program product of claim 25 comprising, at the message correlator, sending the presence information regarding the presentity to the event manager using the cached location information.

28. The computer program product of claim 23 wherein collecting presence information includes collecting presence information from a general packet radio service (GPRS) handset.

29. The computer program product of claim 23 wherein dynamically assigning a presence gateway event manager includes:
   (a) receiving a subscription request from a presence server;
   (b) determining whether the presentity is currently assigned to an event manager; and
   (c) in response to determining that the presentity is not assigned to an event manager, assigning an event manager, and redirecting the presence server to the assigned event manager.

30. The computer program product of claim 29 wherein redirecting the presence server to the event manager includes sending a SIP redirect message to the presence server.

31. The computer program product of claim 29 comprising, at the presence server, after receiving the redirect message, sending a subscription request to the event manager.

32. The computer program product of claim 28 wherein redirecting the presence server to the event manager includes proxying the subscription request to assigned event manager.

33. The computer program product of claim 28 comprising caching the event manager identity at the presence server and using the cached event manager identity to obtain presence information regarding the presentity from the event manager.

34. A computer program product comprising computer-executable instructions embodied in a computer-readable medium for performing steps comprising:
   (a) providing a first presence gateway event manager for storing subscriber records including presence information for a plurality
of subscribers and for communicating the presence information to a presence server;
(b) adding a second presence gateway event manager to a network;
and
(c) dynamically allocating subscriber records to the second present gateway event manager.

35. The computer program product of claim 34 wherein dynamically allocating subscriber records to the second present gateway event manager comprises allocating new subscriber records to the first or second present gateway event managers based on relative resource utilization of the first and second presence gateway event managers.

36. The computer program product of claim 34 wherein dynamically allocating subscriber records to the second presence gateway event manager includes transferring at least some of the subscriber records from the first presence gateway event manager to the second presence gateway event manager.

37. The computer program product of claim 36 comprising, after transferring the subscriber records from the first presence gateway event manager to the second presence gateway event manager, notifying a presence server of the transferred subscriber records.

38. The computer program product of claim 37 wherein notifying a presence server of the transferred subscriber records includes terminating presence server subscriptions to the transferred subscriber records, receiving subscribe messages from the presence server for the transferred subscriber records, redirecting the presence server to the second presence gateway event manager, and receiving new subscribe messages regarding the transferred subscriber records from the presence server at the second presence gateway event manager.
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